This paper proposes the application strategy of the intelligent technology in electronic engineering automation control. Artificial intelligence technology is about to realize the calculation of perception, reasoning and behavior study of it is different from most of the psychology, because it is more of an emphasis on the calculation, the artificial intelligence is also different from most of the computer science as because it is more of an emphasis on the perception, reasoning, and behavior, and future applications of artificial intelligence is beyond imagination. Regarding the multi-agent system target identification data fusion, the goal type is a proposition, each intelligent body gives through processing regarding the goal type judgment result is evidence, we discussed in detail of the essential applications on the item that will promote the further development.
Introduction
Automatic control theory and that human society's development close correlation. The core electronic accounting machine appearance and the rapid development, with the computation and the information processing level unceasing enhancement, urges the automatic control theory to face complex, a stricter direction is developing. The intelligent control is aims at the system the complexity, with the non-linearity, the uncertainty raises, it studies the essential target no longer is the accusation object, but is controller itself. Adaptive control method appeared in the late 1950s, with the improvement of modern control theory and the progress of computer technology, adaptive control has been developed by leaps and bounds, and there have been model reference adaptive control method, self-correction method and other control method combined with adaptive control method, and successfully applied in more and more practical systems proved the effectiveness of the method. In particular, in solving the uncertainties such as the unknown mathematical model parameters and errors in modeling, adaptive control requires less prior knowledge, which makes it more and more important in the study of the nonlinear objects with the application, and become an important part of this field.
In order to give full play to the superior performance of adaptive control technology to improve the control of robustness, real-time, as fault tolerance and control parameters of the adaptive and learning ability, more effective to achieve some nonlinear complex process control and the adaptive control system based on neural network is formed by the proper combination of neural network and neural network. And based on the literature review, the features of this control model can be summarized as the follows. The neural network adaptive control system is based on the auto-adapted basic principle becomes using the neural network characteristic and the theoretical design, as simplified the pure adaptive control system design complexity which has displayed auto-adapted and the neural network respective strong point. The adaptive control may guarantee changes or the objective function in the accusation object design parameter and the initial condition (appraisal function) when the extreme point has the drifting that can automatically the solution most superior active status.
Artificial intelligence technology is about to realize the calculation of perception, reasoning and behavior study of it is different from most of the psychology, because it is more of an emphasis on the calculation, artificial intelligence is also different from most of the computer science as because it is more of an emphasis on the perception, reasoning, and behavior, and future applications of artificial intelligence is beyond imagination. As the world is becoming more and more complicated, must be more efficient use of manpower and material resources, so we need to computer aided to provide high quality service. It is not only a branch of the computer science, but also a comprehensive discipline developed by mutual understanding of computer science, cybernetics, information theory, linguistics, neurophysiology, psychology, mathematics, philosophy and so on. Artificial intelligence is also called intelligence simulation it is the use of the computer systems to imitate human perception, thinking, reasoning and other thinking activities. It research and application areas including expert systems, machine learning, pattern recognition, natural language understanding, robotics, game term, artificial neural network and other research field. The figure one shows the organization and the flowchart of the intelligent technology, in the following sections, we will discuss the issues in detail. 
The Proposed Methodology
Multi-agent Model. The Multi-Agent system refers that by many autonomous movement Agent is composed can carry on the question to solve, and along with the distributional intelligent system which but the environmental variation adapts on own initiative. In the multi-Agent system each Agent is an autonomous entity (for example software procedure or robot), between Agent may be alternately the cooperation relations (i.e. many Agent has common goal) also to be possible to be the selfish relations (each Agent pursues own benefit).In the coordination design system, each node may regard as by in the dispatcher, the node many constitution and so on software Agent as well as scheduling tool coordination design units. In the MAS intensive learning, the learning environment is no longer in line with the characteristics of the Markov environment, Agent cannot fully aware of all the state of the environment and other members of the internal state, Agent through the communication to share the information. In solving the interrelated tasks, we cannot simply constrain the behavior of agents with social rules. The most effective way is to realize cooperative learning through communication between agents. However, communication is costly. Especially when communication is expensive, it is necessary to study the multi-agent communication strategy as the follows.
 The first level is basic synthesis. It integrates several reports of independent agents and outputs them.  The second level is concluded. Get agent report and conclude that the sensor report expanded into goals. This reasoning is: the basis of a certain agent report in some credibility in some target logic will produce the credible reports.  The third level is updated. Because of the individual differences in each agent to produce random errors, so in the time series analysis of their own independent agents of a group of the continuous reports will be more reliable than any single report. Regarding the multi-agent system target identification data fusion, the goal type is a proposition, each intelligent body gives through processing regarding the goal type judgment result is evidence. In the cooperative environment, the basic design of the multi-agent system is mainly composed of the following parts: 1) System characteristic analysis: Decompose the complex system problem into a core multi-agent joint decision problem composed of multiple agents, The action set and the belief set of the agent; 2) Establish the multi-agent decision-making model: According to the belief state of the agent and the cooperation characteristic between the agents, the countermeasures model between the multi-agents and the multi-agent; 3) Given a specific decision-making model: Determine the action strategy of the agent according to certain decision-making principle. The Intelligent Technology. The process of artificial intelligence is: the process of human beings due to problems and things caused by the stimulus and response, as well as the resulting reasoning, problem solving, judgment and thinking decision-making process, these processes are broken down into some steps, and then through the program design, the process of simulating or formulating these human problem-solving processes enables the computer to have a systematic approach to designing or dealing with more complex problems. The multi-agent technology has broken a at present knowledge engineering domain limit, namely only uses an expert, thus may complete the big complex system the work duty. Multi-agent technology when expression actual system, communication, the cooperation through various intelligent bodies between, solves, the coordination, the dispatch, the management and the control mutually expresses the system the structure, the core function and the behavior characteristic, because in the identical multi-agent system various intelligent body may isomerism, therefore the multi-agent technology has the incomparable expression strength regarding the complex system, it has provided one kind of unified model for each kind of actual system. Based on previous work, we can then summarize the application scenarios of it into the follows.
 The expert system is a program system with a lot of knowledge and experience in a particular field. The system stores expert knowledge in a specific field that is summarized and expressed in a certain format, and has a reasoning similar to an expert to solve practical problems, the system can process the input information.  Networks of neurons for interaction between the infoshop reason, it is established on the basis of studying the biological neural network, is a simulation of the structure and function of nerve system, learning ability, memory ability, computer skills, and intelligent processing functions.  Artificial neural network is good at dealing with some of complex multidimensional nonlinear problems, which can solve the qualitative problem and can be used to solve the quantitative problem. Finally neural network has large-scale parallel processing and distribution of the information storage capacity, good adaptability, self-organization and basic strong learning, association with the fault tolerance and better reliability.
Electronic Engineering Automation Control. The self-correcting is controlling the algorithm similarly also is in an adaptive control kind of typical control method. Through the parameter online identification, the self-correcting controller may automatic correction own parameter by obtain the hope closed loop performance. When design non-linear self-correcting algorithm that may use many kinds of methods, because the self-correcting processes is the system mathematical model, therefore may expand the linear system self-correcting algorithm to the nonlinear system.
The combination of adaptive algorithm and fuzzy control is a hotspot in recent years. Fuzzy control based on fuzzy mathematics, the algorithm model is similar to the human way of thinking, do not need very precise system state parameters, while it is very suitable for non-linear systems. Fuzzy control combined with adaptive method, the computer can be based on the system input and output to decide what fuzzy strategy, or approximation of general nonlinear systems in the unknown function, and then through the adaptive law, automatically adjust the parameters, the system output to meet performance requirements. Non-linear adaptive algorithm in the control process, the need for a period of time and now the input output and status data to get the next moment the possible system output, and then by the actual output and the theoretical calculation of the output comparison, through the two and then further correct the parameters of the controller. In the process of modeling, as a result of the system structure is unknown, cause the difficulty of measuring system condition, the observer can solve the problem of the state cannot be measured by refactoring, as a result, the observer is adaptive control algorithm of nonlinear system, and can make the system control problems easier, at the same time can also copy the disturbance observer in order to realize the complete compensation to the disturbance, make more accurate to control precision of the system.
Multiple models of the parameters can be fixed or can be dynamically adjusted by a number of the fixed models constitute a multi-model adaptive controller with a fast feature but the fixed model can only cover some of the parameters of the range of discrete points cannot guarantee the accuracy of control. Therefore, how to overcome these effects, so that the system output in a stable range, but also non-linear adaptive algorithm in an important research while combining robust control with adaptive control, the robustness of the system is considered in the process of designing the control algorithm, which can make the design of the algorithm more purpose and practicality.
Conclusion
This paper proposes the application strategy of the intelligent technology in electronic engineering automation control. The intelligent control is aims at the system the complexity, with the non-linearity, the uncertainty raises, it studies the essential target no longer is the accusation object, but is controller itself. Adaptive control method appeared in the late 1950s, with the improvement of modern control theory and the progress of computer technology, adaptive control has been developed by leaps and bounds, and there have been model reference adaptive control method, self-correction method and other control method combined with adaptive control method, and successfully applied in more and more practical systems proved the effectiveness of the method. This paper proposes the novel and new perspective on the corresponding issues that will promote the development of the research area.
